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Clubs trade blood for points
I”!.-:

INVESTIGATIVE REPORT: Part 2 of 2

M illions soent
on Peop]

■ ilÄ
Problems at other colleges with
PeopleSoft software did not
deter Poly from purchasing it

V'S'>-

Carrie McGourty
M U M ANG DAILY

CHASE MILLHOLLEN MUSTANG DAILY
At the Homecoming blood drive, construction management junior Stephen Marotto gave some of his blood
for a good cause. Clubs got 100 spirit points for each of their members that showed up to give blood.

P G & E m ay prevent local project
Emily Logan
MUSTANG DAILY
Local scientists are eager to begin
construction of a proposed neutrino
observatory at the Diablo Canyon
Nuclear Power Plant, but are finding it
difficult to get started.
For months, scientists from C^al Poly
and many other major U.S. universities
and labs, such as UC Berkeley.
Lawrence
Berkeley
National
Laboratory and Caltech, have been
working on plans to observe, monitor.

and study neutrinos that are produced
in the fission reactions at Diablo
C'anyon.
“Neutrinos have only recently been
discovered to have mass, which has
wide implications and moves them,
into a place of special importance in
elementary particle physics, and also in
studies of the structure and evolution
of the universe,” physics professor A. J.
Buffa said.
Scientists believe that neutrinos
may hold the answer to why there is
an asymmetry of nutter and antimat-

ter in the universe.
Neutrinos are subatomic particles
that occur naturally throughout the
universe. They are produced naturally
by the sun, exploding supernovae and
remnants of the Big Bang.
The neutrinos produced by power
plants are only a small fraction of the
hundreds of millions per square cen
timeter per second that have passed
through the Earth since its beginning.
Much of what is known about neu
trinos has come from studies done in
see Observatory, page 2

Bush and Kerrys last dance
M a r y D a lr y m p le

AS,StX:iATEI) Htf-SS
TEMPE, Ariz. - Sen. John Kerry
said Wednesday ni(dtt that President
Bush
bears
responsibility for
a misguided war
in Iraq. lost jobs
at home and
mounting mil
lions
without
health care. The
George Bush
Republican
incumbent tagged his rival in cam
paign debate as a lifelong liberal bent
on raising taxes and government
spending.

“There’s a mainstream in American
politics and you sit right on the far left
bank,” Bush said in the final debate of
a close and contentious campaign for
the White House. "Your record is such
tjiat Ted Kennedy, your colleague, is
the conservative senator from
Massachusetts.”
Undeterred, the Democratic chal
lenger said many of the nation’s ills can
be laid at Bush’s feet.
He “regrettably rushed us into war”
in Iraq, Kerry said, and pushed
“alliances away and as a result America
.... is not as safe as we ought to be.”
On employment, he said, “This is
the first president in 72 years to pre-

side over an economy in America that
has lost jobs. Eleven other presidents,
six Democrats and five Republicans
had wars, had recessions, had great dif
ficulties. None of
them lost jobs
the way this pres
ident has.”
Kerry and the
president
also
debated abor
tion, gay rights,
John Kerry
immigration and
more in a 90minute debate that underscored their
deep differences only 20 days before
the election.
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Switching to PeopleSoft might
not eliminate C"al Poly’s future prob
lems with student administration
software.
Other universities have had tech
nical problems with PeopleSoft, usu
ally involving distribution of funds.
When the University of Ontral
Florida’s financial aid department
launched the software in 2001, severe
delays in processing financial aid
occurred. Some students waited
almost the entire semester to receive
money for living expenses, tuition
and books. Delays were caused by
software errors and staff learning to
navigate the new system.
At the University of Minnesota in
2000, bugs in the PeopleSoft soft
ware caused students to be over
charged for tuition and delayed
financial-aid disbursements.
In fall 1999, PeopleSoft software
prevented hundreds of students at
Northwestern University from regis
tering for classes at home. Problems
with the software also delayed tuition
payments and financial aid.
David Ernst. CSU’s vice chancel
lor for information technology, told
the San Francisco Weekly that
“PeopleSoft sofhvare was not the
problem. The problem was that the
management resources w’eren’t in
place to do the project right.”
Ernest said that to make the pro
ject work, consulting firms should be
hired to replace firms that are doing
substandard work. Most problems
result when universities allow their
own tech personnel to implement
the program, who are unfamiliar
with the software.
“There was a misguided view that
you can do a project hke this with

out consulting assistance,” Ernst said
to the San Francisco Weekly. “When
we invest m consulting as we have.
It’s really an investment in success.”
Ernst said the number of consult
ing firms approved to work on the
project makes it easier to replace
inefficient firms.
W h e n
installed properly, PeopleSoft BY THE
suites have saved N U M B E R S

“

m :i$ 1 1 .9 M

lions of doUars j h e estimated
by streamlining ^ost to introduce
and integrating PeopleSoft at Cal
the traditionally PoIyis$11.9M
disjointed
realms
of $ 7 . 5 ] V [
h u m a n
r »*
57.5M goes
resources,
consulting
finance and stu- fees to help Cal
dent administraPoly install
tions on college
PeopleSoft
campuses.
Hu> the s^- ^ 3 ^ g ] y [
terns are difti,
,
,
It will cost
cult and expensive to install.
fjj^^j jj^ges of
The C,SU is
PeopleSoft
being charged
approximately
S28.S per hour
for enhance- The Calltorrna
Faculty
ments
to Association
a
„
sent. a
P e o p le S o ft s letter signed by
“vanilla” (stan295 faculty
dard) applica- members to halt
tions,
the
the plans
California State
Employees^ssociation reported.
Cleveland State University, Ohio,
also spent millions of dollars on new
hardware to run the PeopleSoft soft
ware, the Los Angeles Times report
ed in 1999. After more than two
years of revisions to the software
suite, the university hired a law firm
to provide legal assistance. Since
see PeopleSoft, page 2
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Polys defense holds their own in engineering
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Sunny
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PeopleSoft
continuedJrom page I

1W5, CSU (Ohio) has spent more
than $1() million on installing
PeopleSoft software, almost tour times
the original estimate of $4.2. An audit
also showed that the CSU (Ohio)
failed to collect more than $1.6 mil
lion m tuition owed by students.
University ofticiaLs who had staunchly
defended the PeopleSoft system said
that the system is "unmanageable.
Cal Poly to Pay $7.5 million for
consulting
lo avoid imstakes with implemen
tation, Cal Poly put aside $7.5 million
in consulting to Cedar Enterprise

Observatory
continued from page 1

observatories near power plants, pri
marily m Japan, C2anada and Europe,
Bufta said.
San Luis C^bispo provides one of
two possible sites for the project, the
other IS Daya Bay, China, because it is
surrounded by mountains.
Neutrinos are very difticult to
detect, which means that only a few
neutrinos would be detected per day
by the observatory.
Cosnuc rays can easily mtert'ere
with the detection. Thats why the
observatory would be placed under
ground, beneath the surrounding
mountains, so cosmic rays could be
blocked.
A major hindrance of the project is
that PCiAE has not approved it. The
mountains in which the detectors
would be placed are near the reactor

Solutions, which has been heavily
involved in the CSU implementation
of PeopleSoft, Kelley said.
"Hiring outside expertise to help
analyze and install large, complex
computer systems is a fairly standard
practice, in both the academic and
business worlds,” Kelley said.
But faculty question if Cedar is
truly objective in its evaluation of Cal
Poly’s readiness to implement the soft
ware
C'al Poly issued a study last year to
deternune the best alternative to our
existing student administration soft
ware, history professor and CFA
President Manzar Foroohar said. The
study was diverted half-way through
to an analysis of the compatibility of

PeopleSoft with C'al Poly’s needs. The
consulting job was given to C'edar,
who lists PeopleSoft online as one of
Its business partners.
The consultants did not contact the
employees unions which represent
taculty and stall, Foroohar said.
“After spending thousands of dol
lars, the consulting team confirmed
that Cal Poly is in an excellent posi
tion to implement the student admin
istration module of PeopleSoft,”
Foroohar said. “The report, however,
failed to mention that the contract for
implementation of the software has
been granted to the same firm. Cedar
Enterprise Solutions, with a price tag
of $7.5 niilhon for the next three
years.”

administration software by 2006. Fhe
total estimated cost for C'al Poly is
$11.0 million.
“At first glance, the price tag may
appear large, but m reality, the cost of
waiting, or doing nothing, would
inevitably be larger,” Kelley said.
Others argue that by making
PeopleSoft more of a financial priori
ty than funding education, that the
mam purpose of the university is lost.
“The money from the general bud
get they use for PeopleSoft could’ve
Live by 2006
been used for more lecturers,”
Negotiations with faculty failed and Foroohar said.“ If the priorities of this
the adnunistration will continue to university is not for teaching, then our
implement the final stage of student main mission is lost.”

and on PCl&E property, so the project
would need PG&E approval and
cooperation, Bufta said.
Issues such as the environmental
impact of digging a large hole through
the mountain, and the inconvenience
of a construction project near the
plant have been mentioned by local
plant ofticials as reason for denying the
approval.
“From many e-mails, phone calls
and calls into two radio shows, the
public seems strongly in favor of this
project,” Bufta said. “I think the public
realizes that the small hassles are worth
It to do the experiment.”
Cal Poly’s close proximity to the
plant pmvides a rare opportunity for
students and professors to be involved
in such a big project.
“The idea is that monitoring of the
detectors and initial data analysis
would take place at C'al Poly and sub
sequently sent on to the collaborating

institutions,” physics department chair
Richard Frankel said.
The data from the observatory
would be collected wirelessly on the
Cal Poly campus and analyzed by stu
dents and faculty.
“The detectors would also be built
on campus, utilizing many different
majors, not only physics, but chem
istry, mechanical engineering, com
puter hardware and software,” Bufta
said.
Bufta said that science outreach
programs would be added to local K12 schools, and scientists from all over
the country would be attracted to San
Luis Obispo.
“The scientific community agrees
this observatory has a very high prior
ity,” said Frankel. "It would be a mar
velous opportunity for Cal Poly to be
part of a major scientific enterprise
that could conceivably win a Nobel
Prize.”

Once the project is underway, the Canyon Neutrino Project, visit
observatory would operate for up to thetal3.1bl.gov/index_diablocanyon.h
seven years, not including the time it tml.
takes for construction.
But before construction would
begin, there would be a proposal
process with the sponsor, the
Department of Energy and permits
would need to be attained from vari
ous state and county agencies, Frankel
said.
The Mustang Dailv staff takes pride in
The construction would include a
puMislimg a dailv newspaper for the Cal
horizontal, one to two kilometer-long
Polv campus and the neighboring
tunnel, whiyh would be the only visi
community. We
appreciate
your
ble sign of the observatory. The only
readership and are thankhil for your care
ful a-ading. Please send your correction
infrastructure requirement would be
suggestions to editoifo/mustangdaily.net.
electricity.
• A front page story published
About 100 scientists would operate
Wednesday, incorrectly stated that the
the observatory once it is built, includ
Academic Senate sent a letter to
ing students, researchers and technical
President Baker with 2‘)S signatures to
personnel. After the five to seven year
halt the plans tt> implement PeopleSoft
The C'alifornia Faculrv AsstKiation sent
operating period, the tunnel would be
the letter while the Academic Senate
filled and the surrounding environ
passed a resolution on the matter in
ment would be restored
juiK
To find out more about the Diablo

Kelley said that C'al Poly’s campus
readiness-assessment evaluation was
managed and reviewed by the
Chancellor’s Oftice to ensure both
consistency and objectivity.
“C'edar has performed the readiness
assessments for a number of C'SU
campuses and has done so with both
quality and integrity,” Kelley said
“They recommended that Cal Poly
was ready to implement and the
Chancellor’s C4ftice concurred with
that reconunendation.”

MUSTANG
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CORRECTIONS

F
FAMOUS STAR'ITM
with purchase of a 44 oz. drink
Offer valid at participating Santa Barbara / San Luis Obispo area
Carl's jr.* restaurant through July 3 1.2005
O ie coupon per customer per v«it, one discount per coupoi'
Not vaUd with any other otter, ctocount or comtx)
Tax not iTKiuded

02004 Carl Karnhai FmarprisiM. me Ai i^ihts msarvad

C a x fh Jk v

32 o i. drink with purchase o f any variety

OUlSe S ix ^ Z )o ia r O S u rg e r''
O ffer valid at participating Santa Barbara / San Luts Obispo area
Carl's Jr.* restaurant through July 3 1.2005
One coupon per customer per vteit one dboount per coupon
Not vaM with any other otter, dtocount or combo
Tax not inctuded

02004 Cart KerciwEmwpm*. Inc. Mnghe nnarved
>

i

SI O FF
SUPER STAR*
with cheese
Offer valid at participating Santa Barbara / San Luis Obispo area
Carl’s Jr.* restaurant through July 31,2005
.One coupon per customer per visit: one discount per coupon
Not vaRd with any other otter discount or combo.
Tax not Included
0 2 0 0 4 Can Karcher Entarpraet, me Al nghe rm4Kv4xf.

SI O F F
SUPER STAR W ITH CHEESE
When refueling your student body,
why settle for a drIed-up bogus burger
when you can chow down a big, Juicy
CarTs Jr* burger with mpjor drippage.
C a x T is J r .

9 0004 C«f Karcfwr EnlarpiuM, Inc. Al nghM mwvea

W^VA*

Odd

ANY CHARBROILED CHICKEN SANDWICH
Spicy Chicken not included
O ffer valid at participating Santa Barbara / San Luis Obispo area
Carl's Jr.* restaurant through July 3 1.2005
One coupon per aistomer per visit, one discount per coupon
Not valid with any other otter, (Ssoount or combo
Tax not aicKided.
0 2 0 0 4 Can Karohar EnUrpriaaa. me At rtghe iMwvad
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STATE NEWS

i

LAKE
BERRYESSA
—
Firefighters began to get control
Wednesday of a more than 37,000acre wildland blaze northeast of San
Francisco.
Nearly 2,000 firefighters were
battling the wildfire, which has
spread to 37,599 acres in Napa and
Yolo counties near l.ake Berryessa
and was 45 percent contained
Wednesday night, according to the

NAllONAL NEWS
W ASHINGTON — A second
reporter was held in contempt
Wednesday by a federal judge for
refusing to reveal confidential
sources before a grand jury investi
gating the leak of an undercover
CIA officer’s identity.
U.S. District Judge Thomas F.
Hogan ordered Time magazine
reporter Matthew Cooper jailed for

IN rERNATIONAl. NEWS
U N IT E D
N A TIO N S
—
Eighty-five heads of state and gov
ernment have signed a statement
endorsing a U.N. plan adopted 10
years ago to ensure every woman’s
right to education, health care, and
to make choices about childbearing.
President Bush’s administration
refused to sign because the state
ment mentions “sexual rights.’’
A decade after the landmark

C'aliforma Department of Forestry
and Fire I’revention.
The fire was only 5 percent con
tained earlier Wednesday but favor
able weather conditions helped the
firefighters.
• • •
R ED D IN G — A 17-year-old
Redding girl was sentenced to 10
years in prison after pleading guilty
to robbery.
Danielle Antolina Rodriquez was
originally charged with murder and

nine other criminal counts in con
nection with the 2003 death of
Sandra Lynn Metz. Rodriquez was
the last of five defendants to accept
plea bargains in Metz’s death.
Metz’s daughter, 17-year-old
Meghan Michelle Powell, pleaded
guilty and was sentenced last month
to 35 years in prison for her moth
er’s murder.
• • •
SAN D IEG O — The charges
against seven Navy SEALs implicat

ed in the abuse of Iraqi prisoners —
including one who died at Abu
(ihraib prison — were initiated by
a disgraced former member of the
unit who was trying to save his own
career, lawyers for two of the
accused said Wednesday.
One of the defense attorneys said
the Iraqi who was found dead in
November in a shower at Abu
Ghraib was in good condition
when the CIA took custody of him.
— Associated Press

up to 18 months and the magazine
fined $1,000 a day for refusing to
comply with a grand jury subpoena
seeking the testimony. Hogan sus
pended the jail time and fine pend
ing the outcome of an appeal.
• • •
ST. PAUL, Minn. — What
could have been a dry, impenetrable
government document — the final
report of the 9/11 Conuiiission —
has been honored as a finalist for a
National Book Award.

The commission’s report was
among five finalists in the nonfic
tion category. The authorized edi
tion published by W.W Norton has
been praised as a compelling narra
tive and has appeared on best seller
lists, with more than 1.5 million
books in print.
• • •
LITTLE R O C K ,A rk .— A 14year-old boy who became only the
second child to receive a newly
developed miniature heart pump

smiled shyly Wednesday as he was
introduced at a news conference
attended by his doctors and inven
tors of the device.
Travis Marcus’ doctors had
already used a heart-lung bypass
machine to buy him time while he
waits for a new heart. On the
machine, he had to lie flat on his
back, with a respirator. He was
unable to move or speak, and was
fed intravenously.
— Associated Press

International
Conference
on
Population and Development, the
statement signed by more than 250
global leaders in all fields was hand
ed Wednesday to Deputy SecretaryGeneral Louise Frechette by media
mogul Ted Turner, who founded
and funds the United Nations
Foundations.
• • •
JERUSALEM — Israel said
Wednesday it would severely limit
the access of Muslim worshippers to
Jerusalem’s holiest site during the

holy month of Ramadan, claiming
it could collapse. Three Palestinian
militants were killed in Israeli
airstrikes in the Gaza Strip.
Angry Muslim clerics dismissed
Israel’s claims, saying Arab engineers
assured them the A1 Aqsa Mosque
compound was stable. They accused
Israel of exaggerating the danger in
hopes of increasing its control over
the site.
• • •
POIANA BRASOV, Romania
— Germany’s defense minister

rejected a U.S proposal to have
NATO take over the U.S.-led mili
tary mission in Afghanistan, saying
Wednesday that his country wants
to focus on stabilization.
Peter Struck spoke on the open
ing day of a meeting of NATO
defense ministers. The proposal
would combine the NATO peace
keeping force in Afghanistan with
the 18,000 strong U.S.-commanded
combat mission fighting remnants
of the Taliban and al-Qaida.
— Associated Press

IN O TH ER NEWS
LONDONDERRY, N .H . —
The school board has voted to
ban a photo of a student from the
senior section of his high school
yearbook because he is posed
with a shotgun.
But Tuesday’s unanimous vote
also backed a compromise; Blake
Douglass can have the phuto
published in a “community
sports’’ section, and a new photo
— without the gun but featuring
other elements of skeet and trap
shooting — can appear in the
seniors’
section
of
the
Londonderry High School year
book.
The compromise wasn’t good
enough for Douglass, who want
ed his senior photo in traditional
sportsman’s pose, wearing an
oxford shirt, navy vest and hold
ing the shotgun over his shoul
der.
“I don’t see anything wrong
with the picture,’’ Douglass, 17
said at the hearing. “1 just want
my senior picture in the year
book.’’
Last month the yearbook staff,
adviser, principal and superinten
dent chose to bar the photo from
the yearbook, saying the firearm
was inappropriate.
Penny Dean, Douglass’ lawyer,
said she intends to file a com
plaint in U.S. District Court, and
said
the
National
Rifle
Association will pay for the court
case.
— Associated Press
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UNDER FOUR? OR UNDER THE INFLUENCE?
80% of students have never had trouble with authorities due to drinking. The average CP student drinks less than 4 in a sitting.

Basad on a suivay coHectad by Cal M y Raakty of 512 randomN salociad CalPoly studantt wilt) an arror margin of */• 5%
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Russian-U .S. crew prepares for launch to space station
After two delays due to
technical malfunctions, the
rocket is set to blast off for
International Space Station
Vladim ir Isachenkov
ASSOC 1AIH) I'ui ss

BAIKONUR. K.i/akhstan —
Smiling and confident. two
Riissi.ms and an Ameruan prepared
tor their first nnssioii in a Russian
Soviiz spacecraft — breaking the
nearly .Ml-year tradition of having
at least one crewman with previous
experience in piloting the capsukc
Russians Salizhan Sharipov and
Yuri Shargui and American Leroy
ednao were set to roar into space at
7:0() a.11 1 . Moscow tune Thursday
atop a Sovuz booster rocket and
dock with the international space
station two days later. C'hiao and
Sharipov both have tlovvn U.S.
space shuttles, while Shargin is a
rookie.
“ 1 have tlowii shuttles three
times ... and 1 would very much
like to tly a Soyuz, which would be
a new adventure for me’” Chiao
told reporters Wednesday. “Both
ships are very good, very reliable’”
('hiao, who got married just
over a year ago, said he had a mas
cot from Ins shuttle missions to
take on the Soyuz, but added that
the most important personal item
during the mission would be his
wedding ring.
Responding to a question in an
official Russian questionnaire

about what lie would secretly bring
to the station, (diiao jokmgK ^aicJ
tliat he would take a good scotch
or brands.
The first Sovuz tliglits were m
the late l ‘h)Os, and since the mid
l'>70s. Soviet and Russian spac^
crews alw.iys have included a co'
inonaut with previous pilot experi
ence aboard a .Xovuz to ensure a
smootli ride. 1tie tradition now li.u
[seen broken because several veter
an cosmonauts have resigned m
recent years and the space agencx
hasn’t had enough seats on recent
Soyuz missions to tram then
replacements, said Yuri Cirigoryev, a
spokesman tor Russia s C.osmonaut
rrammg Uenter.
“It’s not a problem. We siniplv
need to adapt to new conditions,’
he said.
Russian space officials have
played down the lack of Soyuz
experience, and the crew said
Wednesday that thorough training
had compensated for it.
‘We have logged many hours m
a simulator and got prepared tor all
regular and emergency regimes,’
Sharipov said.
Soyuz spacecrafts are guided by
autopilot on their approach to the
station and during the docking, but
the crew is trained to operate it
manually m case of computer fail
ure.
“We hope that the dockiiur will
be conducted in automatic mode,
but the crew is ready to switch to

manual controls if the need arises.”Sharipov said.
Nikc'lai Moiseyev, a deputy
ihrector of Russia’s Fx'deral Space
\geiicy. scotted at a question about
the crew’s lack ot Soyuz experi
ence.
“Yuri C’l.igarin’s tliglit was also
his first.” he snapped, referring to
the Russian wins in 1‘h>l became
the first man to tly in space. “Our
rrannng methods are reliable and
give us full confidence.”
T he grounding of the U.S. shut
tle tleet following the Feb. I, 20(B,
C'olumbia explosion has left
Russian spacecraft as the sole link
to the 16-nation station. One of
three seats on the latest Soyuz mis
sions was assigned to a U.S. astro
naut.
In order to earn some e.xtra cash,
the underfunded Russian space
agency has also sold several seats to
European astronauts or space
tourists.
Initial plans for Thursday’s mis
sion had envisaged including a
space tourist, Russian millionaire
businessman Sergei Polonsky, who
said he was ready to pay some $20
million for a 10-day ride.
Polonsky was eventually je tti
soned from the mission after offi
cials said he was too tall for the
tiny Soyuz capsule.
Polonsky was replaced by
Shargin, a Russian military officer
who IS to return to Earth 10 days
later with the station’s current

our seat
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ASSOCIATED PRESS

Cosmonauts Salizhan Sharipov, center, and Yuri Shargin,left, and U.S.
astronaut I^roy Chiao wave during a news conference at the Baikonur
Cosmodrome in Kazakhstan, October 13.
crew, Russian Gennady Padalka
and American Mike Fincke, who
are ending a six-month mission.
The mission’s launch has been
delayed twice because of technical
malfunctions. It initially was set for
last Saturday, but officials pushed it
back after the accidental detona
tion of one of the explosive bolts
used to separate the ship’s various
components.
The launch had to be delayed
again when a tank with hydrogen
peroxide burst because of a sudden
change in pressure, said Yuri
Semyonov, the head of the RKK
Energia company, which built the
Soyuz.Semyonov said the faulty
equipment had been replaced and
neither of the two glitches could

affect flight safety.
After arriving at the station, a
crucial task for the crew will be to
fix a broken generator that makes
oxygen from waste water. Previous
repair efforts have failed, and the
new crew is bringing spare parts.
Oxygen supplies on the station
are running out, and U.S. space
officials have warned that if
Russians fail to launch the next
Progress cargo ship by late
December to replenish them, the
station could temporarily be aban
doned.
During the mission, the new
crew also is set to conduct experi
ments to research new AIDS vac
cines, study plant growth and con
duct at least tw'o space walks.

O N E M I G H T S A Y ’‘R unning near traffic is
getting in the ring with a heavyw eight” As most
vehicles weigh more th an 1,500 pounds, ,i car
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gouTg only 10 m.p.h. can pul a long-lasting dent
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in your exercise curriculum

C hapm an I'n iv e rs itv CollcgoV
Santa .Maria Valiev campuse.s are novt
accepting applications for the upcom ing term .
s 'li.ipm an l.Jn iw r'ity t olleee, o n e •>!
nu>.*>i hiiuihly
n*.s|xclfd uniseTMUc“s foi adult Ic.itnerv is .ilso th e jx rfect tr.msfcr
ih o K i’. New ten u s st.iii cxerv 10 weeks .iiul luir accelerated prïiurains
.«re lau eh t .it co n v en ien t tunes hv pn>fe»i*'nally and .acadetnically
a c u n n i'lish e d laciiltv w ho are tix u sed o n ytuir success.
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A safe jog i.s a giKkl j«>g.
• Select familiar .scenery with gtHxl lighting,

BACHELOR’S DEGREE PRCX;RAMS
('«•mputer lnlorm.itK)n Ssstetics • O im inal justice • i.'Vy.'aniMtion.il lw.«Jers|up

(>|x*n space ami few hushes.

PsytlioloKS • A xial ivierKc • SsxioioKs'

Cumculum S instructm - Eikjcatkml Leadership and
Administration • Instructionîi Technology • Organiralional Leadership • Psychology (MFIj
Teaching CREOEinULS AND CERTIFICATIONS CLADCertification • Multiple Sub)ecl/2042
• Pfelimin»y Administrative Services Tier I • Professional Administiative Services Tier B•
Professional Clear • Singte Subtect/2042 CERTinCATES FOR ACAOENNC CREOfT Human
Resources • Organizational Leadership
Notall programs airailahieat aHlocations
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Read the M ustang D aily and all
your w ildest dream s will com e tm e!

Nondrinkers express
views at U . C olorado
Erin Wiggins
C O I .O K A D O DAilY

Only
600 WHENEVER minutes
$ 3 9 9 9
Unlimited nights and weekends
No long distance or roaming charges
a month
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17 C h o rro Street, Suite B • San Luis Obispo, C A 93405
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HOUl DFR. Colo. — While
more college stiulents .ill over the
nation .ire tlving troni .ilcoliol tiun
ever, not evervone on iiniversitv
campuses this year .ire overindulging
in .ilcohol consumption. In f.ict. here
.It C\)lor;Klo Universitv, roiiglily one
m ten students .ihst.im from drink
ing. .md .m even l.irger portion th.ui
th.it IS choose to drink tmly in moder.ition.
.^ccordmg to Boh M.uist, ch.ur ot'
the st.mdmg committee on suhsLince .ihuse .it C'U, there .ire .i num
ber of students m Boulder who
choose to .ittend college m .i st.ite of
sohrietx’. He s.iid the numher h.isn’t
been going down.
“It’s held f.iirly constant over the
years,” Maust U)ld the Cailor.tdo
Daily on Monday. “It’s around Id
percent.”
. ,
According to a 2001 Harvard
Alcohol Study, 9 percent of CU stu
dents abstained from drinking that
year, while 37 percent said they do
drink buh don’t binge. Binge drink
ing IS loosely classified as more than
four to five consecutive drinks.
CU senior CTris Deardortf, who
led the “Debunking the Myth” cam
paign last year against the Bnneeton
Review Party School ranking, said
he chooses not to get drunk for per
sonal reasons.

"I think it's |iist a lifestyle choice,”
he said Mond.iy, pointing out that he
doesn t have enough money to
waste It all at the bars. “I just hang
vitli mv friends and do other
things.”
I )eardortf said he likes to pl.iy
intramural sports. Sometimes he and
his friends do go to bars, but it's just
to luive a drink or two and enjoy
conversation, not to get .mmhilated,
he said.
“1 guess at times 1 feel at odds
with the general student body, hut at
die same time 1 still consider mvself
just to be a student like everyone
else,” he said.“l don't perceive nivselt
,is being any better than anvone or
worse than anyone.”
T.J. Ward, Theta Xi fraternity
member, said the recent negative
puhlieitN’ toward alcohol and greek
life IS only part of the story. He said
his fraternity focuses on a “balanced
lifestyle” and sponsors non-drinking
events all the time.
"The road we’re trying to go
down 111 our group is not just about
alcohol,” he said Monday. “There is
so much more (greeks) do that’s dry
and unknown to the public. That’s
what we go for.”
Maust said he hopes in light of
the recent death of a C'U fraternity
pledge in the now defunct C'hi Psi
house, more students will cernsider
when to say when or will decide not
to consume alcohol at all.
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Chubby babies, lean teens
have higher breast cancer risk
Linda A. Johnson
ASSOClAU I) I'KtSS

The way a girl grows during
adolescence and even in the womb
may play an important, if murky,
role m her risk ot breast cancer later
in life, a study suggests.
The study of 117,000 women in
Denmark found that those who
were chubby at birth but tall and
lean at 14 were more likely to
develop the disease.
“Something very early on in life
plays a role in the risk o f breast can
cer,” said lead researcher Dr. Mads
Melbye, professor of epidemiology
at the State Serum Institute in
Copenhagen.
“No one knows really what,” he
said, but theories include differ
ences in levels of hormones that
influence growth and genetic vari
ations that dictate people’s size.
Most studies of women have
found that tall ones have an
increased risk of breast cancer, that
heavy ones have a higher risk of the
disease after menopause, and that
lean ones have a higher risk before
menopause and a reduced risk after.
“We as researchers need to focus
earlier in life to disentangle what
really matters,” Melbye said.
The study was reported in
Thursday’s New England journal of
Medicine.
The researchers found that the
taller a girl was at 14, roughly the
end of puberty, the higher her
chance of later developing breast
cancer. For example, a girl 5 foot, 6
inches tall at 14 had about a 50 per
cent higher risk of later developing
breast cancer, compared with one
who was just under 5 feet at 14.
Babies who weighed 8.8 pounds
at birth had a 17 percent higher risk
of later developing breast cancer
than ones who were only 5 1/2
pounds. Each additional 2 pounds
over 5 1/2 boosted risk by 10 per
cent.

The lower a girl’s body mass
index at age 14, the higher her risk
of breast cancer, echoing findings
about the risk in premenopausal
women.
The Danish researchers also
found the younger a girl has her
peak growth period, the higher her
risk of later developing breast can
cer.
“It is confirming things that peo
ple had long suspected,” said Dr.
William Hait, director of the
Cancer Institute of New Jersey.
He said factors that influence
initial development of breast tissue
in the womb and how early a girl’s
breasts develop, as well as what a
pregnant woman eats and drinks
and her daughter’s diet during
childhood, appear to affect the risk
of breast cancer.
One surprise was that, after
adjusting for the other risk factors,
the researchers found that the age at
which a girl began menstruating
did not influence her risk o f breast
cancer. It has long been dogma
among doctors chat the earlier
menstruation begins and the later
menopause starts, the h i ^ e r the
risk of breast cancer.
Breast cancer will kill about
40,600 American women this year,
according to the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention. It
is the second most commonly diag
nosed cancer in women, after skin
cancer.
Hait and Dr. Yelena Novik, a
breast cancer speciahst at New York
University Cancer Center said the
study was particularly strong
because of the huge number of girls
studied and the detailed school and
adult health records available in
Denmark. But Novik said it would
have been helpful if the study had
examined the women’s weight and
height as adults and whether they
had a family history of breast can
cer.

FDA approves implantable
chip to use in patients
Diedtra Henderson
A S S (X :iA rE I> PRESS

WASHlNCiTON — The Food
and Drug Administration on
Wednesday approved an implantable
computer chip that can pass a
patient’s medical details to doctors,
speeding care.
VeriChips, radio
frequency
microchips the size of a grain of rice,
have already been used to identify
wayward pets and livestock. And
nearly 200 people working m
Mexico’s attorney general’s office
have been implanted with chips to
access secure areas containing sensi
tive documents.
Delray Beach. Fla.-based Applied
Digital Solutions said it would give
away $650 scanners to ixnighly 200
trauma centers around the nation to
help speed its entry into the health
care market.
A company spokesman would not
say how much implanting chips
would cost for humans, even though
chips have been implanted in some,
including Scott R. Silverman, the
company’s chief executive officer.
The company is targeting patients

with diabetes, chmnic cardiac con
ditions, Alzheimer’s disease and
those who undergo complex treat
ments like chemotherapy, said Dr.
Richard Seelig, Applied Digital
Solutions’ vice president of medical
applications.
It’s the first time the FDA has
approved medical use of the device,
though in Mexico, more than 1,000
scannable chips have been implanted
in patients. The chip’s serial number
pulls up the patients’ blood type and
other medical information.
With the pinch of a syringe, the
microchip,is inserted under the skin
in a procedure that takes less than 20
minutes and leaves no stitches.
Silently and invisibly, the dormant
chip stores a code that releases
patient-specific information when a
scanner passes over the chip.
At the doctor’s office those codes
stamped onto chips, once scanned,
would reveal such information as a
patient’s allergies and prior treat
ments.
The FDA in October 2002 said
that the agency would regulate
health care applications possible
through VeriChip.
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Interested in a career in Bio-tech? Don't miss our

Information Session and On Campus Interviews
Coming Soon!
Info Session

Interviews

Veranda B-Bldg 19
Wednesday, Nov. 3, 2004
.6:30 - 8:00 pm

Career Services
Thursday, Nov. 4, 2004
Apply now via Mustang Jobs

Don't miss the chance to find out about great career opportunities at one
of the world’s leading biotech companies, with multiple protein-based
products on the market for serious or life-threatening medical conditions.
Come enjoy snacks and learn about careers in biotech.
»

Others call it a first job.
We call it the experience of a lifetime.
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Your shirt
Attantioii Cal Poly Cfeilnl
N othing brands your club, fraternity, o r so rority b e tter
than a stellar t-shirt design from Left Coast T-Shirt Company.
From Beefy T's to baby doll's Left Coast T-Shirt Company has the
gear to make your club the sharpest looking group on campus.
O u r in house design and production facilities crank out the best
looking, longest lasting, most professional shirts in town. Call or
stop by and let one of our professional clothing experts put you
in touch with the shirt of your dreams today!

4 Highest quality imprints - Guaranteed!
All artwork saved for fast re-ordering!

^ Fastest turnaround in SLO County!
4 Free hour o f design time - every time!
Free delivery on all orders!
233 Granada Road Suite C

LEFT C O A S T
T-SHIRT CO M PAN Y

/ f \

San Luis Obispo, C A 93401
P: 805.547.1622 ♦ F: 805.594.1293
www.leftcoasttees.com
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Cholesterol guidelines
become a morality play
about conflict o f interest
Maiilyiiii Man.hiuiit'

l\l 1P IMU"
1 hoy led mfliionti.il. modio.il
groups, st.irrod .it prostigimis moot
ings. publishod m top jounuls .md
woro midispiitod guilts in tlioir tiold
Wlioii thoso t.imons doctors
.idvisod tho govornmoiit rocoiitly on
now cholostorol gnidolinos tor tlio
public, somothmg olso thov h.id in
common wasn’t rovoalod.

login ol tho nmo woro making
money from tho very companios
whoso cholesterol-loworing drng>
they were urging upon millions
more Americans. Two own stock iii
them. Two others went to work for
drug companies shortly after work
ing on the guidelines. Another was a
senior government scientist who
moonlights for 10 companies and
even serves on one of their boards.
Consumer groups and others
no\y are questioning not only the
advice these doctors gave but also
their fundamental abilit>’ to act in
the public’s best interest.
It comes as some of these compa
nies lobby the government to let
drugs at the center of this contro
versy — statins such as I.ipitor and
Zocor — be sold over-the-counter.
Prominent doctors w'ith ties to statin
makers are urging appnwal.
There’s little doubt statins save
lives or that ti>o fev\- people take
them now. But critics s.iy the doc
tors’ co7iness with drug companies

■u m p i n i i . . ^ « . tlicii ULdililirN , i i k ;
miden uts then latest .idvicc th.it
more pctiplc would benefit tiom
tlicse medic.itions,
( oiiflicts o f interest are iiure.ismgk eommon now that two-thirds
ofmetlieal rese.iixh .it universities is
funded bv private industry. Twenty
ve.irs ago. oiiK oiie-tliird was.
■' I he goveriimeiit is not prodiu mg drugs. All the big statm trials
have been paui for by the eompaiiies,” said Dr. Scott Cruiuly. .1
Universitv o f Te.xas Soutlnvestern
Medical Cmuter cardiologist who
headed the cholesterol panel.

Covernment has its own prob
lems. A ban on private consulting
was lifted a decade ago, and recent
years have seen one scandal after
another involving federal scientists
taking money from companies
directly affected by their decisions.
Cxsnflicts also have bedeviled
trusted groups like the .American
Heart Association, which rely on
private cash for meetings and activi
ties, and the ctmtinuing medical
education system, which often gives
doctors credits for attending drugcompany-sponsored talks.
The drug industry spent $2 bil
lion in 2001 on events for doctors
—double what it spent five years
earlier. Dr. Jerome Kassirer, former
editor-m-chief of the New F.nglaiul
Journal of Medicine, reports in his
new book."t')ii the lake.”

Despite promise, lead
candies rem ain on shelves

5i

A compilation CO featuring: Jurassic 5, Lenny Kravitz, Everclear,
"
M issy Elliott, Eric Clapton, Mary J. Blige and more!
^^urchasc a copy of

W ak e u p E v e ry b o d y
at Boo DOQ R ecords
and receive a

>

Universal Music goodie bag
<^also rpcpive a

free goodie bag
if you show your
voter registration receipt
a n d /o r
'
• your ballot receipt

companies.
SAN l A AN l A (AIM
A sub lawsuit against
sidiary o f Mars Inc. candy company IIU ludmg the makers ot I ucas-braiui
that promised to withdraw four tif produets.
I ast suniiiier. 1 ueas offiei.ils
Its products from the U.S. market
because o f concerns about excessive agreed to rec all four o f its most pop
lead IS still selling the sweets from ular products heeause o f “eoiifusioii” caused by high lead tests, hut
Chicago to C:aliforma.
file lack o f change has angered the company maintains that the can
activists wlu> want the U.S. |-ood dies I ueas l.imoii. I ueas I imoii eon
and Drug ,\dministration to take a Chile. I ueas .Aeidito and Super
stnmger stand on keeping the sweets I ueas are safe. I he eompaiiy s.iys the
out o f the hands o f children. H ie p\>wders’ high salt eonteiit pmmpts
candies are sweet and spicy povulers maeeur.ite lead results.
Some I.irge candy stores m
that young children often pour on
their fingers and lick off. I ven small Southern Calitbrni.i s.ud the candies
amounts o f lead can h.ive ni.ijoi have been puked up by distrihuti>rs
effects on young chiKlren. iiu Iiuling But sweets rem.im on the slielves m
m.mv m.iikets.
on their ahihtv to le.irn.
I 111 .is otVu i.ils dei lined to eomI iK.is-br.md seasonings c.m he
found 111 luiuor stores, .iiui small lueiit luesd.is on it- volimt.irv w ithmarkets, despite w.inimgs hv he.ilth Ir.iw.il progum.
I he C .iliform.i I >>'partmeut of
dep.irtmeuts ,k ross the ^ouutr\ th.it
1le.ilth SeiMi es m .August issued a
the produets eont.im le.ui
’’Vt’hv put up .1 voluntarv rei.ill release warmiig p.irents th.it three
w lien iiotluug is ree.illeii ,it .ill.” s.iid t\ pes ot I uras-hraiul seasonings
I etiei.i .\\.il.i. an .utivist with the contained high le.ui levels.
St.lie he.ilth I'tfn laK ,md tederal
S.m-Diego B.ised 1 iivin>umeiit.il
Me.iltli Co.ilition. whuh has been ottui.ils ..i\ tlie\ laii’t limit the s.ile
working to get le.id out i>t e.iiulc t'f the food hei.iuse it is s l.issified ,is
sinee 2(»f •].
.1 e.isoniiig .md doii t h.ive )urisdu More th.m 1<>(I hniuis of , .mdv. tion over se.isonmgs
In a written response to the
iiiostK fiDiii .M< \u o, lesti d liigh for
le.id over the l.isf deoid«'. hu: stitc I’ egister Inesii.n. I D.A otfui.ils s,mi
.md tedeial ('tficiab did little to. .ilerr IiicmI.ic th.it the\ li.id not taken
the pul'Iii 0 1 get pn-diii ts ott othi ul .ution on I lu.is .andies. I ,ist
shelves. the
Oi.mge
Couiitv spring, the ageiux s.iul it plans to
rediue lead m e.indx .iiui work with
Kegister reported m April
Alter the report iW.is pwiabh.sheik '' MexiVifn \iffi< lalsf to^ ^liiniftAPe le.ui
the st.ite attorney general filed a content

8 I luirsdax; ( )ctobor 14, 2<»(l4

The ‘art’ o f guerilla political warfare

Obt)''rt’ 0 'n

Ji Jun

With Ki>hhi>' 'x'im.ils .irt\voik..i
fi'w wwid-. idiiK- ti) miiul. Words
!ik<‘ ■uiuii.Tij.rouiul" .md "hi['-liop''
di’MI i1h‘ not only ( 'oii.d's st\'ly. luit
tlic .itntiuk' lie exudes wlieii he
presents liiniseh .iiid his methods.
"Am eitv would look better
with psyjiedelu
tio g s ." he
s.
iid .liter deseribing .i pieee.
painting, deputing two trogs ni.iting. w.is iie.ited to benetit .i speues
th.it .ire 111 d.iiiger o f losing their
li.ibit.it. Its title: " (live I he 1 ****g
frogs Some 1 **^*g Sp.iee.”
Whether he's scre.immg emph.itu.illv over .m O /om .itli imisie
videi> .It .1 spe.ikmg eng.igement or
getting students' e-m.iils to p.iiiit
the town pohtu.il. C'on.il h.is .i w.iv
ot getting the erowd riled up. .'Xiid
with his .irtwork now being exhib
ited .It the L'mversitv .\rt (¡.illerv m
the 1)e\ter building, students e.iti
sen tor themselves how one nun
■.111 fight b’.u k .ig.mist the est.ibhshiiu'iit 111 his ow n guerill.i-style w.irt.
ire.
Vu‘tn .1111 W.ir protester .itid .i
selt-desi ribed "stoiie-eold hippie,"
chm.il took his .irtwork to the
streets .ifter being mtlueneed bv
Mu hel.iiigelo p.imtmgs inside the
Sistiiie Cdupel.
When ‘Ron.ild Re.ig.m .md his
■-romes took over the executive
br.mch," t uMi.il s.ud he was moved
t(' p.iste 1,11(111 prints ot ,i p.imtmg
he did. titl. d ".Mi-ii With N o I ips"
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Controversial political artist Robbie Conal is displaying a collection of
his work,‘Art Burn’ in the University Art Gallery in the Dexter Building.
on select w alls o f the “most dangerous streets o f 1,OS Angeles."
"I got my politics from my
mother's breastimlk," he said durmg a lecture at Philips 1lall on Oct.
() "You re putting art on the streets

151 N. Santa Rosa

Infhscomsr oi SantaRosaandFoothM
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w here no one expects it to be."
Satirizing political figures with
slurp double entendres and witty
politicisins. Cunurs artwork can be

-

W e a re a lso lo ca te d at
7000 M on terey S t. • 543-4415

see Cjuerilla, page 10
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continued from page 9

SHEILA SOBCHIK

\n siwc, daily

Robbie Conals art has been known to be controversial, and this piece about a mothers right to choose is
no different. He creates his art to push buttons and has no qualms about displaying his liberal viewpoint.
pro-choice posters has Supreme how he goes out in the public and
C\ntrt Justice Clarence Thomas makes art for the people,” art and
pointing at his mouth saying, “(lag design sophomore Paradise ('Isorio
continued from page 8
me
with a long dong condom” in said. “I think his ability to captivate
touiid on walls in major cities
the viewer by
throughout the country. And his bold caps.
Portraits, like
expression
is
artwork is as controversial as his
these
give
only
a
sense ot humor is disarming.
I
my politics from my impressive,” she
hint
as
to
how
said.
One painting shows President
mothers
breastmilk.^
’
Incidentally,
Cdinton, hand on his face in dubi c o n t r o v e r s i a l
C'onal’s
artwork
her
favorite
ous shock, under a giant caption.
—
ROBBIE
CONAL
can
be.
But
stu
pieces
were
part
“Dough Nation.” The former pres
political artist
of
the
ident was criticized for letting dents looking at
“Triptych,”
major contributors sleep m the Conal’s artwork
l.mcoln bedroom o f the White for the first time were generally three part piece with portraits o f
Martin Luther King, Chandi and
House as if it were a penthouse impressed with Conal’s boldness.
“I didn’t share the same views on the Dalai Lama over the captions
suite.
Another painting in a series o f politics, but I think it’s amazing Dreaming. Watching and Waiting.
Cither students .igreed with prints
o f these selling out.
The least controversial o f (anial's
paintings, the trio o f portraits with
peaceful figures were done after the
World IVade CA*nter attacks.
“You do negative stulf your
whole life, but after y /11. 1 felt
pretty bad." ('oiial said.
But if the new pamrings are any
indication o f where the artist is
now. consider it a return to his old
controversial w.iys.
New President Bush portraits
come complete with captions such
.IS. “Re.id my apokolips” and “Lets
play Armageddon!”
“It's the manner in how he puts
his artwork out there that makes it
contmversial,” graphic design junior
SHEILA SOBCHIK m i s t a m . DAIIY Virginia Louie said.“H e’s stating his
Conal gave a speech/workshop last week on campus. He encouraged
opinion so boldly. I like the fact that
students to paint the town political with the posters they designed.
he wants to go all out with it.”

Guerilla

Financial

“It's so addictive.' graphic commu
nications freshman Danielle Silva said.
‘When I first got it in high school, it
sp.trked a huge ft ud between my I )ad
•ind I — lie endeil up tiistonnecting
It, so I had to gt) tni secretlv Now I’m
not a' liooked — hut I still use it tiir
talking to fnenils"
Lor nianv sfiuients. the tiiilme ser
vil e can bt*conie a pnni.irs stnirce ol
oniinuiiicanon. providing hours td
entertainment ti>r some, .ind hours o f
irntatioM tor non-iiser., especi.illy
studving roomin.ites
“M\ roommate uses (,'\IM .ill the
time," .lerospaci' engineering freshni.in Cole younger said ‘It doesn't
reallv bother me, but I'm ,-uie other
people get annoyed when their
roommates go on it."
Younger is a non-believer when it
comes to AIM, expLiming that he feels
the pn^.ini encounigts the use of
incomplete sentences .uid bad grammar.
“I'd rather just pick up a phone
instead,” he said.
Younger ls among thiise who feel that
communicaDon — or lack tlieatsf —
can bt‘ the biggest limdnuice of AIM.
“Sometimes people can change
when they talk onlme,” Younger said.
“You can say in an uistant mes.sage what
you wouldn’t say to stniieone’s táce —
you can even lie, because it’s easier when
you’re talking to a faceless si reen name.”
Younger may have’ a point.
According to a recent online survey
o f 200 people, W percent admitted
they have told someone something
thn>ugh an instant message that they
wouldn’t say to their face.
“You can say what you want to say
without too many consequences,”
graphic communications freshman
Cdaudia Abrishami said. “However,
the tone o f what you’re s.iying can be
so easily misreaii.”
There ni.iy be some communica
tion problems with the program, but
ileuited .MM users appear to be over
looking them, st.iying true to their
Mecc.i. C)ne big .iilv.iiitage. some s.iv,
IS the kick o f .iw kwardiiess one might
get 111 tace-to-face conversations.

In an online chat, business junioi
Fred (!hans.ih, who admits he’s <ii
.^IM junkie and online iiiori hours i
week to count, explained some of tlu
perks o f talking via inst.int mess.ige
I lere’s an excerpt o f the conversarioi
(the screen names h.i\ e been changed
Frederator (3:22:33 RM); On tin
phone, you can get voc.il inflci tion au>
ewnthing, bur you .ilso hau‘ 'o Hi:
silences v\ ith words . O n IM. vi u cai
really think before you say something
•MiistangDailyl (3:23:04 PM); So i,s tli.i!
why so lumy (vople .iiv obsiNsed with i.
Frederator (3:23:40 PM): Yeah,
think that and you can basicallv coi
smu t for yourself an ideiifitv and
persona that wouldn’t hold up in re.i!
ity. For instance . . . I probablv would
n’t have been able to think of w hat
just said that quickly .ind eloquentl
in person. It probably would have
come out like: “you can change wh(
you are and stufl.”
MustangDailyl (3:24:17 PM): IO F
And,just like that, the AIM vortex
claimed another victim. (You know
you’re doomed when you st.irt using
“the lingo.”) Fmm “B TW ” (by the
way) to “BRB” (be right back) to
"TTYL” (talk to you later) and to the
crazier “PYM W YMI” (put your
money where your mouth is), the
acronyms used to speed up the flow
o f conversation can often be cYverused
to the point o f ridiculousness.
However, that need for a less com
plicated, quicker form o f communicat
ing LS jixst what draws so nuny to the
pre^am, pmviding a catch-free way to
fit stx'ializing into a basy schedule.
“The social aspect o f AIM is one of
iLs biggest advantages,” Younger said.
“You get to pick and choose who you
want to talk to. You don’t hav'e to
stand around listening to people —
when you decide you’re done talking,
you can just turn them oft.”
Abrishami agrees that an Internet
conversation can boost someone’s
self-assuredness in comparison to a
conversation in-person.
“You become so much more con
fident when talking online," she said.
“I think It’s because if you don’t like
the consequences o f what you s.iv. vou
can alw.iys just sign off."

D ow nload o f the day
Coldplay
“ Trouble (Big Beat Rem ix)“

It’s always a pleasant surprise to see a DJ remix
a song, put his own mark on it w hile still respect
ing tlie integrity o f the original. More D j’s should
follow the style o f this unofficial remix.
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Oracle a tto rn ^ PeopleSoft used IBM in takeover defense
Peg Brickley
l)OW Jl>NES NEWSWIKF.S

W ILMINGTON, Del. — An
attorney for Oracle Corp. said
Wednesday a joint product develop
ment deal PeopleSoft Inc. announced
with IBM in September is part of its
takeover defense strategy.
Citing an e-mail 6x>m former
PeopleSoft chief executive Craig
Conway, Oracle lawyer Michael
Carroll suggested the recent deal was
part o f a continuing PeopleSoft

strategy to throw roadblocks in the
way of Oracle s hostile $7.7 billion
takeover attempt.
PeopleSoft’s sales tactics and what
the company did to prop up its
stock price have been a central
theme in Oracle’s lawsuit, which
seeks to wipe out PeopleSoft’s cor
porate
antitakeover
defenses.
Oracle’s sales tactics and alleged
manipulations to keep PeopleSoft’s
stock price down have been a cen
tral theme in PeopleSoft’s case. The
case is being tried in Delaware

Have You Ever Looked at the
Sky^Ond Longed for the
of FHght?
Available
m.LLC
irgest and
f|bl3t School
and Aircraft Rental ^ility*
[^ k e the Can T<

Chancery Court
IBM failed to step forward as a
white knight, Carroll said, but the
new deal is meant to steer
PeopleSoft customers toward IBM’s
database product, and out of reach of
Oracle.
Kevin Parker, the PeopleSoft co
president whose testimony took up
much of the day Wednesday, said
Carroll’s understanding of the deal
was flawed.
IBM and PeopleSoft have agreed
to join forces to develop application

and Web server products which are
distinct from the database market
where IBM and Oracle compete, he
said. The rival they are trying to
beat isn’t Oracle, but SAP, Parker
said.
Throughout the trial, now in its
second week, SAP has emerged as
the biggest winner of the battle
between PeopleSoft and Oracle.
According
to
testimony
Wednesday, other major technology
companies have been drawn into the
fiay.

Oracle attorney Carroll said an $8
million June 2003 sale to Hewlett
Packard Co. that helped PeopleSoft
hit its numbers for the critical quar
ter when the takeover began was
more defensive strategy than deal.
Parker admitted the Hewlett
Packard deal may have been the
result of heavy selhng by Conway,
but denied that PeopleSoft drained
its pipeline of deals to appear strong
in the face of the takeover.
“We had asked certain customers
to accelerate,’’ Parker said.
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Better speaking, domestic issues
When I picture Arizona State Universirv’ I think of
sex. drugs and rock and roll.
In 2(K)2. Playboy ranketl ASU as the No. 1 party
school in the nation. It’s a college more likelv to pro
duce the next stars of“(¡irls Clone Wild” than PhD
candidates. Since the Bush daughters were already
doing beer bongs with ASU fr.it guys, where else would
we hold the final 2(K)4 Presidential Debate? Let’s get
the parts’ started. Bush vs. Kerry Numero Tres: “Battle
for the one drunken swing voter in a (Ireeii B.iy,
Wisconsin bar.”
.\s |ohn Kerry and (leorge Bush appeared on my T V
screen, 1 couldn’t help but feel
for the voung men and women
I
tigluing so hard to win in the
Presidential Debate Drinking
(lame, rílese young people
vumld give the ultimate sacrifice
■and drink evetr time Bush savs
"um, ’ or talks about Kerrs’ being
a "Massachusetts liberal.” My calculaüons show’ that a gnnip of
three people playing last night
would have ended up drinking a
total of 4() beers.
When the canditiites
approached the ptidium their
c o u n te r p o in
appearance was stellar. Each can
didate had the U.S. tbg lapel pin
on their suits showing America
that they were ... well ...American.
Once the debate got started, the candidates covered
domestic issues ranging from homeland security to
equal pay for women. The more controversial topics
focused on “God, Guns and Gays” (my favorite pastime
as a child). When God Almighty entered the debate last
night. President Bush said.'T never want to push my
faith on someone else.” This must be true since God
wanted Bush to invade Iraq.
' On the issue of guns (imnically included in the Bible
Belt). Bush s.iid, in his slow Te.xas drawl. "The best way
to got safer with guns is to pmsecute the people w ho
commit crimes w ith guns.” So apparently, if you com
mit a crime with a gun. Bush will pmsecute you,
where.is Kerr\- gives you a "high-five.” But don’t forget.
Bush .illowed the assault weapons ban to expire making
It e.isier to buy semi-automatic weapons. Bush’s logic is
to allow cnmin.ils ai cess to ileadly weapons, wait for
them to kill people, .ind then prosecute them Brilliant'
One ot the most interesting questions i>f the night
was w hether or iu>t the t aiuiidates beliesed homosexu.lilts Is a I hone Bush s .mswei T don't kiu>w. T he
president showed his suppi'it ot a i onstiuitum.il anicndment to ban g.iy marriage 1hs new i.imp.iign sl«>gan
't.irtmg tomormw w ill be “Make War ... Not St>dr>mv. ’
t "if course, Kerrs’ bumghi <mt the big guii' with the
VIM 1)1 (Vice Pix’sident I esbian Daughter l.ictor' to
illustr.ite how Republuans hate g.iys sc= imuh.it diH'sii't
esen matter if there m sour tatnilv.
\fter ‘to minutes of listening t«’>this debate". Bush
pmseil.as he .ilssavs uoes. whs ,’\merita should lU't reele*ct him Kerrs m.ule a clear and cohe*ivnt ease for
ensuring that e‘\’ers .Amerie.in has he'alth caa*. a secure
job. a living w.ige. .ind access to education If vxiii dis.igrce with those ideas, s’ote for Bush. I just want evers one to a'lnember Bush’s ssarm comments when he
s.iicl."GeHl wants everv’eme to be free.” He then svent on
to add, as long as you u" not gay.

The easiest svay to tell hosv well the Republicans
do in the debate is to look at the media’s response. If
it was a draw or the Democrat had a small advantage,
the media will throw a parts. There will be wall to
wall constant cov’erage of every aspect of the debate.
1his went on tor a week and a half after Kerry was
stylistically better in the first debate.
T hen, svhen Cheney beat Edwards, the media svent
silent. The frenzv was over, and it was quietlv called a
drass. A Dr.iw ! Even liberal pundits likened Chenev
to a professor schooling a freshman in Poly Sci lOl.
.\fter that came the eerie silence tollovsmg Kerry’s
loss in the second debate. No
big headlines or polls about the
debate vsere reported because it
was obvious that the president
won. The media onlv reports
when the news is bad for Bush.
That IS the reason we don’t
hear much about the successful
election in Afghanistan or the
many successes m Iraq.
We have yet to see how this
debate will be spun by either
campaign, but I urge you to
.decide for yourself. Educate
yourselves on the issues and
t
look at the candidates’ records.
campaign 2004
Specifically, look at the 20 years
that Kerry spent in the Senate
and how he-only authored five successful pieces of
legislation. With that said, this is how I saw the third
and final debate.
'
The biggest and most obvious difterence in this
contest was the tones of each of the candidates. Sen.
Kerry began the debates as negative about this coun
try as he has always been. President Bush on the
other hand, came out w’lth great enthusiasm and
optimism, a demeanor that quickly gave him the
upper hand. The momentum began when Bush said
that America does not need a "litany of complaints.”
they need an actual plan to move America forward.
Kerry said "I have a plan” a few’ dozen times in the
first few’ debates, but spent most of his time bashing
the president. Americans do not need to be lectured
on what’s w’nmg w'lth our country; we need to be
told how each of the candidates will make things bet
ter. Bush did this .and won on nearly every issue of
this debate, most notably m the areas of jobs and
taxes
T he president was exiellent l.ist night on the issue
>f jobs. Me jrknow’leslged that the C'linton recession
iiid the '» 11 attacks had set b.uk the econoim. but
that we are nuwmg forw.ird We’ve had rw’o vears «sf
the fastest csoiKMiiic gnswth in our historv and added
,i million jobs in the past 1.^ months
When It «.omes to taxes it is almost embarrassing
Kerrv started out by s.iymg how imuh he admired
Alan Greenspan, and couldn’t understand why .Mr
Greenspan supported the president's tax suts Me also
mnoresl the 2(Mi4 Nobel Prize winning economist,
Edward G Pressott. w ho s.iid that the tax nits w’ere
not only good, but should have been deeper! These
two ecoiuimic geniuses bt>th agree with President
Bush, you should listen to them Mr. Kerrs’.
I think that Bush s.iid it best when he said, “there’s
a mainstream of American politics and you sit right
on the far left bank”. Me nailed it!

Josh Koh wrote this column m one hour ond 40 minutes
tollowni)! the dehote Hednesdoy iw^ht. He is <i pohttnil saaice senior oiiit Miistmi{< IXnly cohnnnist

Mott Hushniiui wrote this column m tnv hours oud 10
minutes tdllowinx the deluite llalnesdoy nn^lit He is a
iimioi civil em^ineei mid a Mustmm Daily columnist.
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should do more
to support Pell Grants
sary funds to their public institu
tions. Kerry has also proposed a
a>4,U0U tax credit in order to
ANN ARBOR. Mich.—
finance post-secondary education.
Education is once again promi
Unfortunately Kerry has no cur
nently featured in the 2004 presi
rent proposal to increase the
dential campaign, but the candi
amount of money for individual
dates have largely neglected issues
Pell Grants. Furtherniore, Kerry
of higher education. In particular,
has scaled back his service plan tor
the afibriiability' of a college edu
college-bound students, which
cation for lower-income students
originally required tw’o years of
is an issue of critical importance
public service in exchange for the
that has not attracted nearly
government’s sponsorship of col
enough attention.
lege education. With the afford
Nationally, public university
ability' of higher education highly
tuition rose by 14 percent in the
in question for lower-income stu
2003-04 school year to an average
dents, Kerry needs to take a more
cost of $4.694 a year. Despite the
proactive stance.
increase in tuition costs, federal
President Bush has proposed
education grants for low-income
additional
funding for Pell Grants,
students known as Pell Grants haVe*
including a proposal that would
not grown to cover the gap. The
federal government has increased , , extend them year-round. Bush
runding for Pell f »rants by $1 bil *• prtmiised in the 200.0 campaign to
increase the maximum Pell Grant
lion dollars a year, but has capped
each grant at $4,050 per person in award, a promise he has currently
failed to keep. IF Bush is truly
an attempt to distribute funds to
more people. Thirty years ago. Pell committed to making college
education more affordable for
Grants covered 84 percent of the
lower-income students, he ought
cost of a four-year public institu
to keep his campaign promises.
tion: today it covers 40 percent.
A few colleges have recently
The end result is that the average
taken
the initiative to reverse
public university student graduates
growing income disparities
with about $20,000 in debt.
between college-bound students.
The increasing inability of lowPrinceton and Harvard
income students to afford higher
Universities, and the Universities
education has contributed to the
ofVirginia
and North Carolina at
polarizing rich-poor gap among
C?hapel Mill h.ive all taken mea
college students. Acconling to a
report by the (Century Foundation, sures to replace low-income stu
dent loans with grants, which do
nine in 10 high school graduates
not need to be repaid. University’
from families earning more than
$80,(MM) a year attend college, com President Mary Sue C?oIeman and
pared to just SIX in 10 fmm families the University’ Board of Regents
should w’ork to enact similar mea
earning less than $33.(HKI a year.
sures to make the University more
1he report further concludes that
accessible to low income students
at the nation’s 146 most selective
colleges, only 3 percent of students (?oIenian reieiitly told the Dailv
that the University’ may need to
come fmm the lowest stnioecomove in that directum in (srder to
m’lnic quarter, compared to 74
perieiit from the top quarter. Some keep Its doors open to studentimposerished students have dei uled fnmi ,il1 s o c i o - e i onomu back
grounds
to opt out of attending college
.3 college eilucatu'ii is more
iltogether. According to U.S. Rep
importaiu
than ever in order to
Howard McKean (R-Calif). nearly
ichieve siucess and provide for a
50 percent of lower-income ,.olfamily Saddling low-income stu
lege-bound students w ill not
dents w ith an increasing load ot
receive college degrees due to
debt unfairly impedes future eco
financial considerations. Fanning
nomic opportunities for them.
the flame, state deficits have led to
Both presidential candidates
massive cuts in state funding for
public universities, tiircing students should place Pell Grants at the
and their families to shoulder even forefnmt of the education debate,
and the Umversm should follow
mote of the burden.
the lead of other colleges m
Sen. John Kerry’ has proposed
measures to help bail state govern replacing student loans in favor ot
ments out of their budget crises so grants tor students w ho need help
financing their educations.
that states can provide the neces
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Three-strikes measure might
free many more prisoners
David Kravets
lAI I I) l‘IU

SAN
FRANC'.IStX)
—
Ambiguity in the text of a ballot
measure that would soften the
nation’s toughest three-strikes law
might
tree
thousands
more
C!alitorina prisoners than supporters
have advertised.
Proposition 66 would limit
“strikes” to violent and serious
felonies — a change that also
retroactively reduces the sentences
of about 4,()()() prisoners now serv
ing mandatory life terms after non
violent or less-serious third strikes.
The measure has the support of
nearly two-thirds of likely voters in
CCalifornia, with solid backing from
both conservatives and liberals,
according to a Field Poll released
Wednesday.
But what many voters might not
realize is that a single phrase in the
reform measure could lead to the
release of 26,000 prisoners overall
— almost 16 percent of the inmate
population.
Supporters of the proposition say
a more widespread prisoner release
was not their intention — but some
public defenders are already plotting
to e.xploit the language to get their
clients out of prison if the measure
passes Nov. 2.
The phrase in question, appearing
deep inside the 20-page measure,
says sentence reductions are “not
limited to” third strikers serving life
terms for an otFense that would no
longer be considered a strike under
the proposed changes.
Some legal scholars, prosecutors
and defense attorneys agree that the
phrase could lead to reduced sen
tences for more than five times as
many inmates as the proponents
intended.
“There’s obviously ambiguity
here,” said Hrwm CChemerinsky, a
Duke UniversitN' legal scholar who

unsuccessfully argued to the U S
Supreme CCourt that the 1664 threestrikes law produced uiiconstitu
tionally cruel and unusual sentences.
The 1664 law mandated 2.S-to-lite
sentences in most cases for otfenders
with two previous convictions for
serious or violent felonies, ewn when
the third felony is nonviolent or rela
tively minor, such as shoplifting.
The law' also doubled sentences for
“strike two” felonies, no matter howserious, for people with a previous
serious or violent felony conviction.
Chilifornia’s largest group of
defense attorneys — the l.os Angeles
C'ounty Public Defender’s Office —
is quietly planning to argue in court
that the change also applies to sec
ond-strike convictions.
If voters approve Proposition 66,
all “strikes” must be serious or vio
lent felonies, like rape, murder, kid
napping, robbery and a number of
other major crimes.
That means some third-strike
prisoners will get out of jail imme
diately. The question supporters did
n’t anticipate is whether it does the
same for second-strikers already
serving extra time.
“You know that’s going to be the
focal point of the argument if and
when this thing passes,” said John
Vacca, Los Angeles County’s assistant
public defender.“! think there are a
variety of reasons we can and would
make the argument that it applies to
a second-strike case.”
Based
on
Chirrections
Department data, about 4,000 thirdstrikers serving life terms for
shoplifting, petty drug offenses, bur
glaries, bad-check writing and other
nonviolent third strikes would be
released or h.ive their terms draniatic.illy reduced.
Supporters say that is not the case
for second-strikers already serving
enhanced terms — and that anyone
who claims it does is employing
scare tactics.

PROPOSI 1ION 64

Initiative foes use unœ nventional
w eapon: e-m ail flash anim ation
Jim Wasserman
■ASSOCi.MI I) miSN

SAC:RAMENT0 — FmancialK
outgunned
opponents
of
Proposition (>4 have launched a
cheap, unconventional weapon —
an animated cartoon — to combat
a multimillion dollar television
campaign waged by businesses that
want new limits on lawsuits against
them.
Interest groups, outspent nearly
16-1 and aiming to defeat the cor
porate-backed measure, e-mailed a
cartoon mocking Proposition 64 to
more than 2U(),0ÜÜ Californians on
Wednesday, hoping they’ll forward
It to others and create an online
stir.
The cartoon parody of the 1670s
children’s television show-, “School
House Rock,” imitates animations
by California’s JibJab Media, Inc.,
that have found big online audi
ences in this year’s U.S. presidential
race and pioneering web cartoons
launched during last year’s recall
campaign against Cray Davis.
But it may be a first for a
( ’alifornia ballot initiative, signaling
a continued growing role for more
narrowly focused messages deliv
ered online for free, analysts said.
“If public interest groups don’t
have the money for ads, they have a
venue,” said Jamie CAiurt, president
of the Foundation forTa.xpayer and
Consumer Rights, a Santa Monicabased consumer group.
Pro-i)4 forces, who have raised
nearly $16 million to p.iss the ini
tiative and recently won the
endorsement of Ciw. .Arnold
Schwarzenegger, characterized the
cartoim Wediiesd.iy as more “scare
tactics” and “nothing new.”
“It’s just another tactic to mis
lead voters with a deceptive cani-

The first
Campus-wide
Party o f the
Year!

$25n,(HMl.according to reports filed
with secretiirv of state
The animated cartoon, donated
to the No on 64 campaign bv a Los
.^ngeles .mimation studio, shows i
character
resembling
the
Schoolhouse Rock feature. “I’m
Just a Bill.” The 73-second cartoon
describes a C'aliforma where tim
ber companies clear cut forests,
ships pollute waterways and juries
have no say if Proposition 64 pass
es.
C’ourt said the animated scenar
ios are based on “actual public
interest cases,” while Munoz said
they “grossly misrepresented” the
issues.
C'ourt
said his
gmup eleading
Its ju st another tactic to mislead
m a i 1e d
advertis
ooters with a deceptive campaign ^ the aniing, stop
m a 11 o n
the mis
—
JEAN
M
U
NOZ
to
lists
la b e lin g
P ro-64 spokesw om an
provided
of meat
b
v
and pun
numennis
interest
groups,
including
ish polluters.
A Field Poll released Wednesday 30,(KM) addresses from the American
showed voters leaning against Association of Retired People and
Proposition 64, though only 20 23,000 each from the Sierra Club
percent of likely voters surveyed and CCalifornia Nurses Association.
said they knew about it before The (Consumer Attorneys of
.American
Lung
being called. Field Poll Director (California,
Mark DiC’aniillo said the outcome Association and more than 13 others
is “still uncertain” with more than provided thousands more addressee.
“No one has to p.i\- for those
one-third of likely voters undecid
lists. They're free. L-niail is a free
ed.
Meanwhile, both sides reported communication.” (Court said
But m a state with 3(> millioi’
at least SI million each m recent
fund-raising, ('alifornia car dealers residents, that might not be
and insurance companies account enough, even with a “cleverK
ed for much of the new money done” spot, said Nancy Snow, pro
supporting Proposition i>4, while fessor of political communication
the CTmsunier .^ttorney^ of at (California State Umversitv.
C California contributed S3(KI,(HKI to Fullerton.
“TV has the advantage of repeti
oppose it. The group’s president.
San Francisco
lawyer James tion. repetition, repetition,” she
Sturdevant.
also
contributed said.
paign,” said campaign spokes
woman Jean Munoz, adding that
the pn>-64 campaign will continue
Its statewide television ad barrage
that focuses on behavior of lawyer'.
Proposition 64 would curb
Ckilifornia’s Unfair CAimpetition
Law passed in 1633, which allows
individuals, interest groups, other
companies and prosecutors to sue
over practices that defraud con
sumers or give businesses unfair
advantage over their competitors.
The Nov. 2 ballot measure argues
that attorneys have used the law to
shako down small companies over
minor issues, while opponents say
it’s used
to pre
vent mis-
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Advance General Admission tickets on sale at all VALLITIX Outlets including Boo Boo Records in San Luis
Obispo and Grover Beach, the Mustang Ticket Office on the Cal Poly Campus and at the Mid-State Fairgrounds
in Paso Robles. Cal Poly Student discount at the Mustang Ticket Office only. All ages welcome. Charge by
phone at 1-888-825-5484, on-line at VALLITIX.COM . Produced by Otter Productions. Inc.

www.otterproductionsinc.com
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Celebrities w orking politics m ore intensely than ever
Douglas J. Rowe
A S S O C I A I E l ) I 'K IS S

NEWYC^RK — “Ifyou want to
send a message,” movie mogul
Samuel (ioldwyn once said, "call
Western Union.”
Translation: The job of entertain
ers is entertainment. Leave politics
to the politicians. Controversy just
alienates the audience.
(Ioldwyn is dead 30 years, and in
2004, his maxim has been buried
w'lth him. This year more than ever,
artists are using their art to make a
difference in the electoral process.
“Fahrenheit 0/11” has smashed
the box-otfice record for documen
taries. In arenas around the country,
music stars are pertbrming with the
hope they’ll get people to vote —
the way they want them to. Even
punk rockers have gotten back into
the act, while painters and sculptors
h.ive been infused with an electionyear muse.
Some of the politicization of
entertainment is neutral. “America
(The Book): A Citizen’s Guide to
lOemocracy Inaction” by the writers
of “The Daily Show” tops the best
seller list, while Jon Stewart’s
Comedy Central program mocks
both candidates equally.
Many in the entertainment indus
try are sending a partisan message,
and they’re not relying on Western
Union. Lopsidedly, their candidate is
John Kerr\' over President Bush. It
remains an open question whether
they will sway any voters.
“It IS more likely that someone
who hears a celebrity speak out for
a specific candidate will form a new
opinion about that celebrity as
opposed to forming a new opinion
about the candidate,” maintains
Robert Thompson, a professor of
media and culture and director of
the Center for the Study of Popular
Television at Syracuse University.
“Political opinion tends to run deep.

and one celebrity is unlikely to
change that in any but the most
fickle and truly undecided.”
Kevin M. Scott of Elizabethtown
(Pa.) College also doubts Michael
Moore’s “Fahrenheit h/1 l ” or Bruce
Springsteen’s “Vote for Change”
tour will change any minds.
But he suspects it “might get a
Kerry supporter to become more
involved, volunteer time, and this
might lead to more voters.”
And that winds up being a de
facto rebuttal to the criticism it’s all
just “preaching to the choir,” says
Kathy M. Newman, associate profes
sor of English at Carnegie Mellon
University.
“As a wise mentor once pointed
out to me, most preaching IS to the
choir,” she says.
“In other words, like the preach
ing of a favorite pastor, political cul
ture energizes the base, cleanses the
soul, reinvigorates the congregation,
allows time for reflection and con
templation, and provides a gathering
place.”
Terry Paulson, a psychologist and
author of “The Dinner; The Political
Conversation Your Mother Told You
Never to Have,” sees the rash of
movies, concerts, book, comedy
tours and TV shows as “a reflection
of suppressed anger over the contest
ed election of George W. Bush in
2000 that has finally been free to
surt'ace.”
“The ‘selected not elected’ mantra
that was so stmng early was silenced
by the need to rally in support of a
leader facing the 9/11 tragedy and a
war against terrorism,” Paulson says.
“But the questionable war on Iraq
and the lack of weapons of mass
destruction has unleashed that early
anger with a passion that spills over
into popular movies and a public
ready to see them.”
So entertainers can help frame
and propel election year discourse.
Jim Farrelly, director of film stud

ies at the University of I ).ivtoii and
pop culture expert, credits Moore
“with teaching the media how to
cover a president and his politics
with both insight and panache.”
“His early assault on President
Bush ... has clearly shown that a
popular culture icon is better
equipped to capture and expose the
mendacious world of politics to
viewers in ways that no seasoned
anchorperson or prize-winning, live
and on-the-scene journalist is even
willing to attempt.”
Moore and his fellow filmmakers
— with such movies as “Silver Gity,”
“Going Upriver: The Long War of
John Kerry” and “Bush’s Brain” —
have their work complemented by
the likes of “The Daily Show,”
Farrelly notes.
“Add to the mix the antics of
Letterman, Leno,” he says, “and
you’ve got a TV version of
‘Fahrenheit 9/11’ playing in our liv
ing room five nights a week.”
Certainly “celebrity politics” is
not a new phenomenon in
American history. During World War
II Hcfllywood stars sold bonds,
entertained the troops, even enlisted.
In the 19()0 presidential election,
Frank Sinatra famously supported
John F. Kennedy.
In the past, celebs typically would
simply speak out on their pet topics.
At the 1973 Academy Awards,
Marlon Brando refused to accept his
best actor Oscar for “The
Godfather” to protest treatment o f '
American Indians, and Vanessa
Redgrave collected her statuette for
1977’s “Julia” while railing against
“Zionist hoodlums” challenging her
pro-Palestinian sympathies.
In the late 1960s and throughout
the ‘70s and ‘80s, many of the world’s
biggest music stars organized con
certs that attacked the Vietnam War,
nuclear weapons, world hunger,
environmental destruction and cor
porate greed.

For a long time, people in the
entertainment industrv bent over
backward to be apolitical, too.
The old Hollywood studio bosses,
including Goldwyn, were careful
not to engage in politics except to
frame a “perfect” America through
their movies, points out Allan Saxe, a
University' of Texas (at Arlington)
associate professor of political sci
ence.
“They went out of their way
mostly not to alienate anyone,” he
says. “They understood the impor
tance of Hollywood and the eft'ects
it could have.”
Hartwick College political sci
ence professor Andrew Seligsohn in
Oneonta, N.Y.,sees one of the most
important developments during the
2004 presidential election as the
willingness of entertainers to sup
port specific candidates, rather than
issues.
In the past, he says, they “sought
to avoid the impression that they are

shilling for someone.”
Syracuse’s Thompson sees that
change, too.
“C4ne could argue, for example,
that a great percentage of the rock
‘n’ roll music industry during the
late ‘60s and early ‘70s was all about
politics,” Thompson says. “It was the
soundtrack of the counterculture
during the Vietnam era. The difi'erence here, of course, was that most
of the counterculture was support
ing neither candidate in, say, 1968.”
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Crossword
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DOWN

Tumbler’s need
4 Palme of
Sweden
8 Airport parking
area
13 Got down
14 Major exporter
ot coconut oil
16 Crackers
17 Silver on the
silver screen
18 With 20- and
55-Across,
description of
60-Across
20 See 18-Across

40 Investigator’s
question

1 Teammate ot
Mantle
2 Observe Yom
Kippur
3 Brunch time, for
some
4 Bone; Prefix
5 Retreat
6 Bygone science
magazine
7 Nickname for
San Francisco

1

41 Team in 1969
headlines
45 Ginsberg
classic '
46 Pizazz
47 University in
Quebec City
51 Deli wares
55 See 18-Across
60 Western tourist
attraction
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12 B ill___, the

Science Guy
15 "When was
Puzzle by David J. Kahn

37 "Really, now!"

I Lam b's dam
Sweeper’s
target"^

42 Draws

"___ to please"

43 Vacation spots

52 It helps your
dough grow

56 Colorless
liqueur
57 Canzone
melody
58 Stoltz of "Pulp
Fiction"
59 Retired fliers
60 When many
banks have
extra hrs

53 One on a
conger line”^

44 Kind of paper

54 Keach who
48
_______Triompheplayed Mike
Completely
Hammer on
' Embroiders a
49 Letters on a
TV
bit
brandy bottle
55 One in a
Suffix with book 50 Popular shaver
mare’s nesfi'
Insect stage
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For answers call 1-900-285-5656 $1 20 a minute, or, with a
credit card, 1-800-814-5554
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years 1-888-7-ACROSS
Online subscriptions: Today’s puzzle and more than 2,000
past puzzles, nytimes com/crosswords ($34 95 a year)
Share tips: nytimes com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young
solvers: nytimes,com/learning/xwords.
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9 Do a fraternity
prank, maybe
10 Much more than
a snicker
11 F o r___(on this

61 Menu phrase

63 Give access
23
Bean
products?
to
1
24 Bite lightly into 64 Jiffy
28 Wife of Osiris
65 Defeatist’s
words
32 Place for a miss
66 Wisconsin
36 Hide-hair link
natives
38 News for the
Wall St, Journal 67 Put to the test
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open 7 doys a week

open 7 days a week

an up-and-down season that hit its
nadir against UC Santa Barham
Saturdas'.
After the San Francisco 49ers
routed the then-Los Angeles
Ranis 30-3 in the 1990 NFC
C]hanipionship game, legendary
sports columnist Jim Murray
wrote, “The last time anyone saw
anything this one-sided, they got
the lifeboats out. And radioed for
help... The Rams’ game plan, if
they had one, appeared to be a
complicated suicide pact.’’
Perhaps the Mustangs practiced
hard last week, but late in a 5-1
loss, they were slightly more for
midable than the under-8 boys
that had played bunch ball at half
time especially after the scarilygood (iauchos seized the game m
the 70th minute then punched m
two more goals m a dizzying tenminute span.
Hopefully the storm has now
passed for Cal Poly. The blowout
by UCSB is in the rearview, the
Mustangs battled into overtime
against
UC" Irvine.
Before
Saturday and the 3-U loss to C'al
State Northridge the preceding
Wednesday, the Mustangs had sur
rendered just nine goals m seven
games. Early in the season they
won a tournament m Cieorgia.
This IS now the part of the year
that matters though — seven of
the Mustangs’ eight remaining
regular-season games are Big West
matches.
“We want to get back, naturally,
to the excellent first five games
that we had,” (¡artner said Iuesd.iv.

“But out of nine games total we’ve
lost three.That’s not bad’
Perhaps good things he m store
for this season.
And although it may not come
while I’m here, I look forward to
when w’ords can again be written
about a champion men’s soccer
squad.
Grnhiim

k
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HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED
CMRG is actively looking for
research candidates who are
experiencing otitis externa,
symptoms of pain, discharge and
swelling of the outer ear. Must be
2 years of age or older. Please
call 805-549-7570 for more
information about this research
study of an investigational
medication. If eligible, you will be
reimbursed for your time and
effort.

s tu d e n t P rogram m ers
CDM Technologies, Inc.
www.cdmtech.com
Java experience, CSC 101-103
(or equivalent) required.
CSC 205-206, Perl, XML/XSLT,
and UML preferred.
15-20 hours per week for at
least one year (full time during
school breaks).
Starting Salary:
$8.00 to $16.00 per hour,
U.S. citizenship required.
Submit resume by fax 541-1221
or email: phyllis@cdmtech.com
—
.. - ............. ... - i.

B a rte n d er Trainees Needed
Earn $100 - $200/shift.
No experience necessary.
International bartender school will
be back in SLO one week only.
Day/Eve classes. Job placement:
pt. time/full time openings, limit
ed seating, call today!
1 800 859-4109
-

-

www.bartendusa.la

FOR RENT

FOR SALE

Two rooms available in a 4 bdrm
house. 2 bath. Nice backyard.
With two girls off of Oceanaire.
$550/mo. Call Monique
805-458-3792 or
Amy 650-245-7464

All cash vending route for sale.
50 high traffic locations
$36,000 annual income
Cost $5.000
(800)568-1392 or
www.vendingthatworks.conri

Great room in a house on
Johnson. Female preferred.
$428/mo.
Move-in date negotiable.
Call Shadya
831-295^9082

SHOUT OUTS!
Alisha Quote of the Week
“Do you guys have Chartel
Digiter?'
“Yahtzee"

Make money taking online surveys!
Earn $10-$125 for surveys. Earn
$25-$250 for focus groups. Visit
www.cash4students.com/cspu
Make money at home taking
surveys? Is this possible?
Find out the truth at
www.TruthAboutSurveys.com

ANNOUNCEMENTS

^

CMRG is actively looking for
research candidates who have
sprained an ankle. Please call
805-549-7570 within 48 hours of
injury for more information about
this research study of an
investigational medication. If
eligible, you will be reimbursed for
,
your time and effort.

BLACK SEA GALLERY OPENING!
** Exciting Downtown SLO**
Black Sea Gallery is a Bay Area
original store focusing on furniture
from around the world. Seeking
PT and FT motivated
♦SALES PEOPLE*
Call 415-215-9393 or email
rana_turk@yahoo ASAP!

SHOUT OUTS!
Every Thursday, FREE! Submit it
by Tuesday to run on Thurs!
Call Christ! 756-1143

Free BBQ Today!
Stop by the UU from 11-12 to
register to vote and meet local
candidate Abel Maldonado.
Sponsored by the Cal Poly College
Republicans

BOOKS FOR SALE
\

Business Law textbook
Great condition
$75
Call 805-801-1253

FOR SALE

English Dept/s
Annual Softball
Game/BBQ
Saturday, Oct. 16
12-4pm
Meadow Park (South and Meadow,
off Broad)
Bring a glove if you want to play.
Everyone welcome!

Motorcycle HondaHawk GT650
31K, many extras, $2900 obo
748-5590

I* * « * >««*«««>«*«««»««#«

WAV

Curly: I will miss you tonight
BALLS

BBNate, you are our
“frumpy lumpkin”
Steve-0.
Happy Belated Birthday'
Hope you survived it!
We love u!
My big brother Ray is the coolest!
-Stephanie

Com puter, New, 40 GB, $240
543-2145
Computer, Used, $100, 543-2145

* % A * tk A

Pia Davis-I love your gutts!

Lonely freshman girl looking for
someone to show her the town.
Call Eryn at 7884)963
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FOOTBALL

The brains and brawn o f this operation
Flere’s a peek into defensive end
Turbin’s typical day during the sea
son. Beginning at 6 a.m. Turbin
wakes up, giving him enough time
to get his stuff together and get to
C hris G unn and Frank Strangle the training room on campus bv
6:40 a.m. He likes to be in the
MUSIANC. DAIIY
training room early so he can be
It’s after midnight and San Luis taped and fully dressed for practice
( )bispo has been quiet for hours, by 7:15 a.m.
but the lights are still on for four of
Practice lasts roughly until 0;.50
C!al Poly’s star football players. After a.m. and is immediately followed,by
a grueling morning of sprints, tack a team meeting that lasts about an
ling, weight-lifting and an after hour.
noon of classes, the evening brings
Then, after the meeting lets out,
no relief; it’s time for homework.
he moves on to the weight room
For students like Kelly Furbin, for his daily workout, usually end
(iabe Dal Porto, Cdiris Gocong and ing at 12:30 p.m. At this point
(Courtney Brown, early mornings Turbin’s day is just beginning; he
,ind late nights are all too common. still has an hour of film to watch
Any normal student may say, so and then an engineering lab that
what? There are many students at lasts three hours.
C'al Poly spending much of their
Finally, Turbin returns home for
time studying and working late into dinner and eventually homework,
t h e
___________________ which typi
night.
cally lasts
Wh a t
most of the
s e t s
night, giv
You
^otta
like
what
you
do.
A
ll
these
ing Turbin a
in all, it's worth it.
stu d en t
short time
to
catch
athletes
KELLY TU RBIN some wellapart is
defensive end
deserved
all four
sleep.
a r e
With the exceptions of Monday,
engineering majors while starting
on a defense that’s tops in the this is Kelly Turbin’s typical day.
On Mondays he has class from 8
nation.
a.m.
to 6 p.m.
Coach Rich Fdlerson has stressed
Ironically, Turbin is not the only
time and time again about how
unique C'al Poly is as a university. one in his household that is playing
Most colleges might hav’e a single football, majoring m engineering
and succeeding in both at the same
engineer on the team, if that.
According to U.S. News & time.
His roommate, and fellow defen
World Report’s 2005, C'al Poly’s
Chillege of Engineering ranks third sive end, I7al Porto, is a civil engi
in the nation among public schools neering senior and is making the
with a degree of bachelors or mas cut not only in the classmom, but
with the team.
ters.
During this season for the
C3al Poly engineering students
are among the nation’s elite and are Mustangs, currently 5-0, Dal Porto
notorious for spending much of has managed to play in all five
their time with their noses buried games and has come away with 14
solo tackles, 11 assisted tackles, one
in books.
For the seniors, this may be the sack, two pass deflections and a
final season of football. But in par touchdown on a fumble recovery.
ticipating and succeeding in the He also has several 500-level engi
College of Engineering, job securi neering courses, two of which he
ty after graduation shouldn’t be an shares with Turbin.
Gocong is another one of the
issue.

Meet the defense, a bunch of
engineering students. When
they’re not denying touchdowns
they’re hitting the books.

BARBARA BENSE MUSTANG OAIIY

The defensive unit are, from left to right, Chris Gocong, Gabc Dal Porto, Kelly Turbin and Karl Ivory. Each a
key part of the dominant defense. Courtney Brown, not pictured, is also an engineering major along with the
other players already mentioned.
unsung heroes o f the Mustang
defense. Majoring in general engi
neering, it is a wonder that (iocong
has enough time and energy to
make the impact he has on the
team this year. He is a force on the
inside and is currently the fourth
leading tackier on the team with 35
tackles through five games.
Gocong exudes the hard-work
ing student athlete that is succeed
ing on and off the field.

“Football m the morning gives
us a lot of time to do our schoolwork,” junior defensive back Brown
said.
Brown is majoring in electrical
engineering and has been a shining
example of a student athlete balanc
ing practice time with an educa
tion. Brown maintains the highest
G.P.A of the football-engineering
bunch.
“You just gotta get the job

done,” Brown said.
Although he is currently injured.
Brown is still active on the team
and is working hard to not only
succeed in the classroom, but also
to make it back to the field.
For these four seniors, football
isn’t the only success they’re look
ing for. Late nights and long days
are just part of the routine.
“You gotta like what you do.”
Turbin said. “All in all, it’s worth it.”

COMMENTARY

Awaiting a return to gjioiy d i^ for mens soccer
Last fall, after covering a home
win, 1 wrote that I’d witnessed a
shocking thing: the creation of a
good Cal Poly men’s soccer team.
After all, the Mustangs had been
pretty bad my previous two years.
Media Relations director Brian
Thurmond took me to task in his
office, saying men’s soccer was the
first Mustangs team to qualify for
the NC'AA Tournament after Cal
Poly moved to Division I in 1994.
I’ve since learned the 1995 squad is
the only major Cal Poly men’s team
to have experienced the “Big
My last column about (’al Pidy Dance.”
I left Thurmond’s office humbled
men’s soccer earned me ridicule.

G olden
G raham

at my historical ignorance, but not
convinced that I had misrepresent
ed the recent state o f the program.
Ultimately, the 2003 team finished
7-8-4. And hovering around .500
this year, the Mustangs still aren’t
championship-caliber.
Don’t get me wrong, I like the
team.
C?al Poly plays wide-open soccer,
with lots of sprinting. Last fall, I said
the team was like the then-Los
Angeles Raiders of the late 1980s
and early ‘90s who would com
monly go deep on second and eight
(my kind of football). That still
holds true.

The 2003 Mustang squad also
had character, most notably exhib
ited by then-senior forward Brian
Reed. Talk about a good quote.
Reed was outspoken, charismatic
and in one post-game interview, he
actually yelled into my recorder
props to fellow players (which
were of course printed).
1 miss Reed and other now-for
mer Mustangs. Goalie Greg
Blevins, midfielder Scott Gellman
and midfielder David Siegfried
graduated.
German midfieLL'r
Andreas Abelein, a freshman i.jst
year, left Cal Poly to return home.
The quintet’s talent has been a

tall order to replace. Freshman
Nikhil Erlebach, whose twentythird birthday is today, has certainly
supplanted Abelein as the resident
German offensive star, leading the
team with 10 points (three goals,
four assists). Transfer midfielder
Moses Venegas also has a goal and
an assist.
Still, the team isn’t overflowing
with talent and is missing person
nel. Defender Andre Nestle and
midfielder Matt McNally are
injured. Defender Kyle Matthews
also isn’t playing due to academic
reasons. For the Mustangs it’s led to
see Golden, page 15

